
As many of the EMDRC members will know by now, Carl
VK3EMF, organized the collection and distribution of

a number of ex-CFA 163 MHz colinear antennas. Some
members procured them as spreaders for antennas, while
others saw an advantage in the conversion to 2M of an an-
tenna with an approximately 6dB gain. All that was required
was a few months wait for a Coffee Shop instructional
evening with Henry Hake VK3ACW, who gave a fairly de-
tailed description of the modifications required. For the ben-
efit of those who were unable to attend the meeting, for what-
ever reason, the conversion notes are reproduced below.

These colinear antennas were originally designed for
163.21 MHz with a gain of around 6dB. The CFA were par-
ticularly fussy about the quality of performance of the an-
tennas and their maintenance. Should any of them display a
return of 1 watt with 25 watts of transmitted signal, the an-
tenna was disposed of. The main cause of failure was mois-
ture condensation within the antenna, albeit there being a
breather hole in the base plug. As the modification requires
the removal of most of the internal RG213/U coax, the like-
lihood of having a “dud” antenna is remote.

MODIFICATION METHOD

Disassembly.

Refer to the drawing on Page 3 for identification of the
various components.

At the base of the antenna, where the coax (what’s left
of it!) exits the base there is a grey PVC plug, which is glued
in. Measure up the from the bottom of the base section about
12.5 mm (½ ” for the pre-metricants) and with a fine toothed
hacksaw cut around the base tube circumferentialy to re-
move the plug and a small section of aluminium tube. Don’t
cut across the tube, as there is a strong possibility of damag-
ing the inner components. Slide the plug off and hacksaw
through the aluminium just enough to break the under sur-
face, prise off the aluminium with a screwdriver. Put the
PVC plug aside for later use. If the antenna you have has a
connector on the end of the coax just let it slide down to the
end out of the way. Remove the aluminium as described
above.

There are two pop rivets in the base tube holding the
antenna assembly in place as well as bonding the assembly
together. Drill out the pop rivets, leaving no burrs on the
base tube and the aluminium disk, to a stage where the alu-
minium disk can move.

To remove the antenna assembly from the base and
radome, hold the coax and gently but firmly pull the assem-
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bly out. This is best achieved with the help of an assistant
holding the fibreglass radome. You are pulling against four
rubber square shaped supports, which centralizes the assem-
bly in the aluminium base tube. Also, be aware that the an-
tenna was clamped to a support and the base tube may be
distorted, making the recovery of the assembly difficult. If
the base tube has to be cut to enable removal, be a little
circumspect about the length to be cut off. The absolute mini-
mum length required to re-house the antenna assembly in
the aluminium base tube is 600mm, measured from the top
of the base tube.

Having successfully removed the assembly from the
radome, it’s time to do some more disassembly stuff. Begin
by removing the duct type tape from the antenna assembly
(fig 1, parts A, B, C & D). Note how it’s wrapped on; you
should re tape the coax similarly with fresh tape when fin-
ished.

Next, remove the tape from both joints (fig 1, A & B, B
& C). This tape also holds in place two fibreglass rod
stiffeners set across the joints. The tape may be awkward to
remove as it has been varnished over. Retain the fibreglass
rods for later use.

Using a high wattage soldering iron, unsolder the two
connections at the top of the brass tube (fig 1, A & B). This
will separate the ‘hard line’ coax from the flexible coax.
Note that the brass tube on some antennas at this point have
the flexible coax centre core wrapped with tinned copper
wire around the brass tube which makes the desoldering more
difficult. Too much lingering here with the soldering iron
and the dielectric in the brass tube could suffer melt down.
Having disconnected the two sections, discard the coax part.
But keep it at hand for assembly hints.

If the complete coax is to be replaced, at least 4½ M will
be required, ie from plug end to antenna tip. Otherwise about
2250mm will be needed for the main modifications.

The following instructions are given in three sections;
the first explaining the modifications for the coax part of the
antenna assembly; the second deals with replacing the coax
in the brass tube, and the third, about finishing the assem-
bly, testing and adjustments.

Part 1.  Replacement of the coax assembly for 2 Metres

If your antenna cable was cut off at the base of the an-
tenna, and if the coax in the hard line brass tube is not to be
replaced, there should now be about 185mm of cable pro-
truding below the base tube. This should be just enough to
terminate the connector of your choice

You can make reference to the discarded coax section
for cutting and assembly methods.

With about 2¼ meters of RG213/U coax, cut it into two
sections.  Make one piece approximately 1710mm minimum
long  (2 x λ/

2),
 (fig 1,part C+D) the other will be at least

430mm minimum long (1 x λ/
4
) (fig 1, part B).
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Take part B, the 430mm length, and at one end strip
60mm off the outer jacket and tease the braid out with a
scriber or similar and fold back over the outer jacket. Now
cut through the dielectric at the butt of the braid where it
folds over the outer jacket. As the dielectric is thick and
difficult to remove as one piece, make more cuts through
the dielectric, removing small sections at a time. Take care
not to nick the centre conductor. When all the dielectric has
been removed, bring the braid forward and twist it over the
centre conductor, pushing the braid into the centre conduc-
tor at the butt (compare this step to the original CFA an-
tenna). Using a high wattage soldering iron, solder the braid
and centre conductor together.

Still on part B, measure from the point where the braid
folds over 339mm and make a cut mark in the outer jacket
(refer to fig 2B). Now measure another 30mm from this mark
and cut the coax.  At the cut mark, complete cutting through
the outer jacket, taking care not to cut into the braid. Re-
move the jacket. Now tease out the braid with a scriber or
similar then twist up in a pigtail and push back against the
jacket butt (fig 2 B) Again compare this step to the original
CFA antenna. From the jacket butt measure 5mm of dielec-
tric, cut and remove, taking care not to cut into the centre
conductor. Again, it may be necessary to remove the dielec-
tric in smaller sections.

Parts C/D, the 1710mm length, are straight forward.
Measure 20mm at one end, cut and strip of the outer jacket
and braid. From the butt, measure 5mm of dielectric, cut,
and remove the 15mm bit, again in small sections. From the
butt of the outer jacket, measure 678mm, make a cut in the
outer jacket. That completes part C. At this cut, cut through
the outer jacket and braid, removing both, leaving only the
dielectric. Measure off and trim the dielectric to 976mm.
That completes part D.

Take the short λ/
4
 piece , section B, and solder the 40mm

end to the 15mm end of the longer 2 x λ/
2 
piece, sections C/

D. This is best done by supporting each section on a bench,
placing a ruler against the assembly and measuring for a
50mm opening, jacket butt to jacket butt, then soldering to-
gether. Place one of the fiberglass stiffener rods over the
joint gap and tape into place. Heat shrink tubing could also
be used, but take care with the heat.

Terminate the connector.

Now, strange as it may seem, it’s time to terminate a
connector on to the end of the stubby piece of coax on part
A. If the antenna you have had the coax cut off just below
the base of the antenna, you will have approximately 185mm
of cable left below the crimp sleeve on the brass tube. This
is just enough to terminate the connector of your choice. Do
it now!  But first, replace the grey PVC plug back on to the
coax. If your antenna came with a connector, it’s time for a
coffee!

Assemble the antenna sections.

Now it’s time to bring the brass tube (part A) and coax
sections (parts B & C/D) together. The centre conductor of
the coax is to be soldered to the case of the brass tube and
the tube core to the coax braid. Leave about 10mm gap be-
tween the end of the tube and the butt of the jacket. If the
measurements are correct, each of the dielectrics should
touch giving the 10mm gap. The braid of the coax needs to
be twisted at right angles to the coax to hook onto the core

of the tube section. Don’t dally to long with the soldering
iron or the dielectric in the tube and the coax will suffer
melt down. Attach the remaining fiberglass stiffener across
the joint gap.

To finish of the construction duct tape or similar can now
be attached over the length of the soft coax and part way
down the hard line coax. Taping will offer some rigidity to
the antenna when inserting the assembly and stop the an-
tenna assembly rattling inside the radome as well as reduce
stress on the soldered joints.

The antenna assembly is now ready to be inserted into
the antenna radome.

Completing the antenna.

 WARNING.! If you have foreshortened by a consider-
able length, the base aluminium tube in removing the an-
tenna assembly, then your final placement measurement will
need to be re-calculated.

The aluminium disk is to be 488mm from the top of the
aluminium tube to the top of the disk. Make two marks on
the base tube; one at 488mm and 493mm on the outside of
the tube. The aluminium disk is 10mm thick. From the
488mm mark, measure and note the distance to the bottom
of the aluminium base tube. Subtract 10mm for the alu-
minium disk from this reading, giving distance Z (ref to fig
3). Insert the antenna assembly into the radome and with a
measuring tape as a guide, push in until the tape reads dis-
tance Z mm. Two prototypes gave the distance Z as 190mm
with 12.5mm removed from the bottom of the aluminium
base tube. Fix the disk in place by drilling 2 holes opposite
each other on the 493mm line through the base tube and
aluminium disk and use self-tappers, pop rivets or plated
fasteners – but DO NOT use plain brass fasteners.

Part 2.  Replacement of the coax in the brass tube.

The instructions for replacing the coax in the brass tube
have not been proven and therefore should be carefully con-
sidered before attempting.

Remove the tape over the crimp sleeve at the base of the
brass tube (fig 3). This tape is varnished over.

Carefully cut along the crimp sleeve bonding the braid
to the brass tube. With a screwdriver, prise away the crimp
sleeve. At the top end of the brass tube clear away any melted
dielectric that would jam the dielectric. It may be necessary
to cut the dielectric and centre core off.  The dielectric should
be free at the top and able to be twisted slightly. The dielec-
tric should now pull out. If the dielectric is stuck inside the
brass tube, gentle application of heat may soften any adhe-
sive or varnish.

Once the old dielectric has been removed, take the new
piece of RG213/U and measure the required length against
the brass tube; allow for at least 5mm of dielectric to pro-
trude beyond the top of the brass tube and about 10mm of
centre conductor, at least 15mm total. At the bottom end of
the brass tube, mark the coax at this point and add to the
coax the required length for bringing out the coax and the
connector, eg an extra 1000mm, below the bottom of the
brass tube. At the mark just made, strip off the outer jacket
towards the top of the brass tube.  Trim off the braid leaving
about 25mm at the butt of the jacket. Now clean and tin the
brass tube at the bottom. Insert the dielectric into the brass
tube bringing the braid up to the tube and having about 15mm





of dielectric protruding beyond the tube top.
With small gauge Tinned Copper Wire, bind the braid

on to the brass tube. This shouldn’t take lots of wire, about
10 – 15 turns should be ample. With a high wattage solder-
ing iron, solder the braid, TCW and brass tube together. Don’t
linger as the dielectric may suffer melt down. To strengthen
the joint, apply a length of heatshrink tube.

At the top of the brass tube, trim the dielectric to 5mm
and the centre conductor to 10mm.

Continue by slipping on the grey PVC plug and termi-
nating a connector to the coax.

Part 3. The acid test.
The original instructions called for placing the aluminium

disk 488mm from the top of the base tube. Reported VSWR
readings have been about to 2:1 @ 144MHz and 148HHz
with good readings at 146MHz. Check the VSWR of the
antenna and if it’s not what you expect, slide the antenna
assembly up or down to achieve an optimum reading. The
frequency you use may not necessarily be at 146MHz.

Having achieved a satisfactory VSWR, determine the
position of the disk, mark out the centre line (5mm from the
position), fix with self-tapers, pop rivets or other fasteners
– BUT DO NOT use plain brass.

The above notes were compiled from the EMDRC Coffee Shop meeting 15 October 1999
presented by  HENRY HAKE, VK3ACW.

Written by David VK3XDA and Craig VK3CMC and proof read by Craig umpteen times.

The following additional notes have been provided by Craig VK3CMC based on his own
experience.

Construction of the coax sections for this device was rela-
tively simple. However, to allow for any small variations in
lengths that would affect the resonant frequency I decided
to check the antenna's matching before making the final fix-
ing of the aluminium disk at the bottom of the fixed coaxial
line feeder.

Mounting the antenna on a garden table I keyed the trans-
mitter on the design frequency of 146Mhz and observed the
SWR reading at that frequency as I pushed and pulled the
antenna assembly in and out of the antenna's base tube. I
noticed as I did this that the SWR reading did vary and I
decided to adjust it for the minimum and then to recheck the
measurement of that portion of the fixed brass tube that was
within the base section.

In  my case I found that the measurement for best SWR
did not correspond to that given by Henry VK3ACW in the
coffee shop talk. My measurement was 450mm instead of
the stated 488mm.

To confirm my figures I performed the same test a number
of times and came up within a millimeter each time. Of
course I had to ensure that I made a good contact between
the aluminium disk and the inside of the base tube, as I did
not want to drill a hole for a rivet or a self tapper until after
these tests were completed.

Using my REVEX power meter I obtained the follow-
ing readings:

At 144Mhz  SWR = 1.1:1
     146 Mhz SWR = 1.1:1
     148 Mhz SWR = 1.3:1

I was then able to use an analyser bridge to check the
readings and I found that at the design frequency of 146Mhz
it gave an SWR of 1.4:1 with the resistive component being
73 ohms and a reactive component of 3 ohms.

I then checked at 147Mhz and the SWR was 1.6:1 with
R=78 and X=12 ohms.

I decided to leave the antenna adjusted to this new meas-
urement and put the antenna into service by drilling two
holes into the aluminium disk and using self tappers instead
of pop rivetts.  This should allow further work to be carried
out on the antenna in the future without the need to drill out
the rivetts as in the original model.

While I am not suggesting that the figures supplied by
Henry are not correct for this adjustment I would suggest
that others who have suitable test gear may care to check
the parameters before finishing off the final assembly.

73,  Craig VK3CMC


